Welcome to the IEEE Student Branch in MIT

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) is the world’s largest technical professional society formed in 1963, providing access to the essential technical information, networking opportunities, career development tools and many other exclusive benefits to its members.

Through its more than 375,000 members in 160 countries, Student Branches in nearly seven thousand colleges and universities all around the world, the organization is a leading authority on a wide variety of areas ranging from aerospace systems, computers and telecommunications to biomedical engineering, electric power and consumer electronics.

A students’ branch of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, is functioning in Manakula Vinayagar Institute of Technology with a motto to create awareness on the latest technological innovations among the Engineering graduates. This student branch gives the opportunity to the students to meet and learn from fellow students, faculty members and professionals in their field. From the time of establishment onwards, the Student Branch has been actively organizing and participating in different seminars, workshops and competitions to encourage students to become more proficient in their aspired fields.

Listed below are some programs that keep students interested in the Branch activities

- Participation in National and International conferences
- Internal Workshops
- Guest lectures
- Participation in Project/Design competitions and Student Paper contests.
- Industrial visits
- Access IEEE online resources
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering
The following events were conducted by IEEE –Student branch chapter in CSE department

- The IEEE Students chapter and the Technical club of Department of Electronics and Communication engineering conducted a “Mini project Competition” on 12th March 2016.

- ECE Department conducted a student’s level Technical Talk on the topic “MISSION TO MARS” as a part of IEEE student’s chapter in the month of April 2016.

- IEEE Students Chapter organized a Guest lecture on Ethical Hacking was arranged for III Year students by Mr.SelvaKumar, Security Specialist, AXA technologies, Bangalore on 12th August 2016.

- Department of ECE organized an “Arduino expo” through technical club in association with IEEE student’s chapter in the month of Sept 2016.
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